Abstract-To better performance and real time observability to Iraq networks (400KV, 132KV) by setting up PMU in different sites of the networks. In this paper the Power system observability analysis and the rules with phasor measurement unit (PMU) are presented. it is unnecessary as well as uneconomical to status PMU in each bus, therefore there are various algorithms: Depth First Search, a graph-theoretic procedure, Annealing Method, Rec. spanning Tree, Direct spanning Tree, Dir (N-1) Spanning Tree, Binary integer programming and Linear programming, are applied to find optimal number and optimal placement of PMU to obtain fully observability of the system in two cases: first case each bus can be seen at least one time from PMU and second case each bus can be seen at least two times from PMU, to networks of systems: IEEE 9-bus, IEEE 14-bus, IEEE 24-bus. Simulation results proved amongst optimal solutions obtained from these algorithms, it be by use binary integer programming therefore, applied it to obtained optimal number and optimal placement of PMU to Iraq networks (400KV, 132KV) to observability whole system for these two cases.
I. INTRODUCTION
Highlight Iraq's transmission network consists of 400KV and 132KV systems; the entire system consists of around 25 substations at 400KV, 233 substations at 132KV. The 400KV grid transmission systems was introduced in the 1970s due to the inability of the 132KV network to handle the increase in load demand as well as This system acts as reliable way transmitting power from the South and North regions to the central region. During the recent years, new generation stations, substations and some transmission lines have been constructed across the different situation of country [1] . All efforts put to increase the amount of power generation to handle demand of the loads but not to improvement performance of the system. The Iraq transmission networks operate with large capacity and a high complexity, the observability of the whole system it can be done by The National control center which consist from three regional control centers; north, middle, and south. Theses regional control center obtained the information about substations related to its regional places.
The reliability of the system is a measure of the system ability to provide an electrical energy consistently considering two basic aspects: adequacy and security. Adequacy relates to the existence of sufficient generation with transmission and distribution facilities to supply requirements of the loads at all times. Security, relates to the ability of the power system to withstand on local and widespread disturbances [2] , [3] .The Security and reliability operations of power systems networks required close monitoring of the system operating conditions. This is accomplished traditionally by state estimator which exists in the control centre computer and has access to Reliable the received measurements from numerous substations. These measurements are commonly provided by the remote terminal units (RTU) at the substations and include power injections, active/reactive power flows, and bus voltages and branch currents magnitudes, circuit breaker state (on/off), and tap changer position of transformer [4] . The reliability of the system observability by using the conventional supervisory control and data acquisition (SCADA) measurements it is limited, because low sampling rate and relatively low accuracy of measurements [5] . The Recent years shows that the minor instability in one part of the network can lead to failure of large parts of the system. For this and many other reasons this paper, urges efforts to utilizing advanced computing networking and new modernized and intelligent, measurement technologies. It will enable usage efficient energy, and increased reliability of the system. One of those new technologies is a utilizing modern measurement device known as a Phasor Measurement Unit (PMU), devices, which are used synchronization signals from the global positioning systems (GPS) satellites and provide measures voltage and current phasor in a power system with higher accuracy which be able to watching the entire system state in real time. The reduce effects of scale time delay among measurements, useful for many other applications such as system control, protection, stability assessment, and state estimation accuracy improvement [4] . Reference [6] shows, the important factors to preserving power system security through estimation situation awareness with accuracy of measurements in real time govern the formation in power system control center. The numbers of PMU installed in different locations of a power system network provides better information about numerous electricity quantities e.g. phasors currents, voltages, active and reactive power, all of them based on the same GPS reference time, whereby allows fast and reliable emergency actions, In order to avoid the worst contingency case by remedial measures implemented by new functions various based to phasor measurement [4] . In recent years the power systems network serviceable connect each other on large scale, it is unnecessary as well as uneconomical to place one PMU in each bus bar. Therefore the optimal PMU placement (OPP) problem formulated as the whole network observability by using small number of PMUs relatively much less than the number of buses in the system [7] , [8] .
Several methods for PMU placement problem developed in the literature considering network observability, integer programming (IP) approach in [9] , [10] . In [11] the Tabu search met heuristic method is proposed to obtain minimum number of PMU for system observability. Optimal PMU placement to state estimation of Buses with zero and nonzero injections, and branches with power flow measurements use integer programming developed in [12] . Optimal PMU placement with available SCADA measurements with considering single and multiple measurement loss is reported in [13] . Binary particle swarm optimization (BPSO) is proposed in [14] . Depends on the reliability of PMUs, Multi objective function based genetic algorithm approach in [15] , [16] .
The approaches used in this paper are numerical and topological observability. Numerical observability it used the connectivity matrix or the Jacobean measurement, which reflect the system configuration. Topological observability method based ensures full observability, but do not ensure full ranked of connectivity Matrix measurement. The monitoring of certain grid events like generation unit failure or transmission line failure must be possible from the selected PMU locations. In addition, PMU must be distributed evenly in order to observable the critical parts of the network. The objective work in this paper is to find the minimum number of PMUs to make system wholly observable, as well as the optimal placements of these PMUs. The OPP methodologies applied include the system observability during normal operating conditions, as well as during single PMU outages. The schemes are discussed and compared to obtain OPP solutions to full observability of the system with minimum number of PMU and maximum redundancy are applied to IEEE 9-bus, IEEE 14-bus, IEEE 24-bus test systems, Iraq network 132KV, 400KV. This paper organized as follows: Section II describes Optimal PMU placement of power system observability, principle and rules. Section III Offers base of study illustrating Optimal PMU Placement principle, possibility of loss or failure of PMUs is considered in that study. Section IV is simulation with results and discussions of optimal number and optimal placement are analyzed with different algorithms. Conclusions are drawn in based on simulation results in Section V.
II. PMU OF POWER SYSTEM OBSERVABILITY ANALYSIS AND RULES

A. Power System Observability Analysis
Observability of the Power system is precondition of state estimation at real time and monitoring of the system under normal and abnormal conditions. There are two types to Observability of the node, one it's a directly observable node where a PMU is placed to measurements electrical/unelectrical quantities on it directly. Another node called indirect Observability node where is the measurements electrical quantities on it indirectly (calculable), there it is a connection to at least one another node supplied with PMU. A node is unobservable when missing one or more variables needed to determine its condition. The network is said to be complete observable if the measurements are sufficient to observable, states of all the nodes of the system are directly/indirectly observable, otherwise where some nodes are unobservable, the network is said to be incomplete observability [17] . The observability of Power system analysis can be done mainly in two different ways, namely, numerical and topological observability methods [18] . In both methods required to know number of buses (N) and branches which interconnecting of these buses of the system. After known these parameters then it can be find optimal PMU number and placement. In The Numerical observability methods use of the connectivity matrix of a system, which obtained from the branches between buses to checks whether the rank of connectivity matrix is full observability or not. The representative of the numerical algorithms are integer linear programming(ILP),binary integer programming (BIP) which are capable to solving large-scale of problems in a short time and achieving optimal solution. IN Topological observability analysis methods are based on topological graph; the graph has 'N' number of nodes representing the network buses and branches of the network which interconnecting of these buses. In topological approach the optimal PMU Placement set is searched such that each bus of the network is observable by at least one PMU. The representative graphical algorithms are Depth First Search, a graph-theoretic procedure, Annealing Method, Rec. spanning Tree, Direct spanning Tree, and Dir (N-1) Spanning Tree. Achieving The Topological Observability uses ILP concepts to find the locations for the PMU placement to make the system completely observable. The rules for PMU based topological observability are given as follows.
B. PMU Placement Rules
A PMU is able to measure the voltage phasors of the installed bus and the current phasors of some or all the lines connected to that bus. To make the system observable using the following rules can be used for PMU placement, have been applied: Rule 1: For PMU installed at a bus, the bus voltages and the current phasors of all incident branches are known.
Rule 2: If voltage phasors and current phasors at one end of a branch are known, voltage phasors at the other end of that branch can be obtained using Ohm's law.
Rule 3: If voltage phasors at both ends of a branch are known, the current phasors through this branch can be calculated. The measurements such as bus voltage phasors and branch current phasors, directly obtained from PMUs, employing rule 1 are referred to as direct measurements; measurements derived by employing rule 2 and rule 3 are referred to as indirect measurements, or pseudo measurements as in . When the voltage phasors at a bus can be obtained either from direct measurements or indirect measurements, this bus is identified as observable. In an observable network, every bus must be observed at least once by using direct or indirect measurements [19] . The pseudo-measurement means calculate the require measurement indirectly by the KCL, KVL, using the Correlative measurements. It can improve the convergence of the result by applying these rules in a variety of algorithms, so that it can reduce the number of the PMUs. The objective of the optimal PMU placement (OPP) problem is the strategic choice of the minimum number of PMUs and the optimal location of the PMUs in order to ensure complete observability and satisfy a preset redundancy. After place a new PMU, whatever method is used, the observability of power system must be checked. If the system is observable, then the placement stops, else the placement must be continued for the random inputs until ascertain the state of power system is observability [7] .
III. PMU PLACEMENT FORMULATION
A. Optimal PMU Placement Principle
A PMU placed at bus will measure the voltage phasor and currents phasors of outgoing branches of that bus. The number of the measured current phasors depends on the number of PMU channels availably. it is assumed that a PMU placed at bus will measure all current phasors of the branches connected to that bus, in addition to the voltage phasor of bus. Therefore, with the absence of any conventional measurements in the system, bus will be observable if at least one PMU is placed within the set formed by bus and all buses incident to it. Therefore, the objective of optimal PMU placement problem is to determine the minimum number of PMUs so as to preserve the system observability [20] .
The Optimal number and optimal placement of PMUs to observability of the whole system, an important problem to be solved in power system. the OPP problem formulated as binary integer linear equations, by which the binary decision take variables (0, 1) to determine whether install PMU or not at buses, while preserving the whole network observability by using minimum number of PMUs.
The PMU placement at a bus can be seen as a binary decision variable defined as [18] - [20] :
The optimal PMU placement problem for the system with n buses can be formulated as an integer linear equations problem as follows:
Subject to observability constraints:
where: xi is a binary decision variable associated with bus i, c i is cost of installing a PMU at bus i, and assumed to be one per unit, f i represent number of times that i th bus is observed through PMU measurements, a ij is the i -j th entry of network connectivity matrix defined as : 
After getting the optimal number of PMUs, expression for redundancy(R) measurement is given as:
where, R is redundancy of system, p is the total optimal number of PMUs, A is the connectivity matrix, and L is the location of PMUs at bus (k). Eq. (5) gives the redundancy measurement for all the possible results of optimal location of PMUs. To illustrate the relations above take the example of 7-bus system is used as shown in Fig. 1 , the numbers in the Fig. 1 represents bus number and lines between them represent transmission lines which interconnections these buses. By rewriting the objective function of Eq. (2) to obtained Eq. (6) 1 2 7 .
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The observability constraints of Eq. (3) are listed as follows in Eq. (7) ( ) ?
The objective function in (6) is the total number of PMUs required for complete system observability, which has to be minimized. the observability constraints in (7), The operator "+" serves as the logical "OR" and the use of 1 in the right hand side of the inequality constraints ensures that at least one of the variables appearing in the sum will be non-zero. The constraint f 1 ≥ 1 implies that at least one PMU must be placed at either one of buses 1 or 2 (or both) in order to make bus 1 observable. Similarly, the second constraint f 2 ≥ 1 indicates that at least one PMU should be installed at any one of the buses 1, 2, 3, 6, or 7 in order to make bus 2 observable and same away for others buses.
Solution of problem in (6), (7) shows that for full system observability, a minimum of two PMUs are required at busses 2 and 4 or at buses 2 and 5 and since bus 4 more branches than bus 5, so it can be more redundancy measurements . As a matter of fact, the set of busses where the PMUs have to be installed correspond to a dominating set of the network. Therefore, minimum PMU placement problem maps to smallest dominating set problem on the network. The zero injection buses and conventional measurements don't take in this paper to observability of critical part of grid. 
B. Single PMU Being Out of Used
The proposed method is designed to maintain completely observability of system even in the case of the outage of any single PMU. In general, a bus is observed by only one PMU by using a direct or a pseudo measurement. With exception cases to double lines or more between buses, where a bus may be observed more than once by the same PMU. A minimum redundancy level of one, therefore, ensures complete system observability, in general, for any single PMU or single interconnection between bus outage. In order to increase the reliability of system observability, each bus should be observed by at least two PMUs. This ascertains that a PMU outage or interconnection between two buses outage will not lead to loss of observability. With reference to observability constraints to the system of (3), the minimum PMU placement constraints can be formulated as follows:
This relation states that all of the buses will be observable in the case of a single PMU outage or interconnection between two buses outage. Hence, constrain f i ≥2 makes the system be observable by two PMUs [7] .
To illustrate this case take the example above of 7-bus system of Fig. 1 is used. And rewrite Eq. (8) to be: the observability constraints in (9) ,The operator "+" serves as the logical "OR" and the use of 2 in the right hand side of the inequality constraints ensures that at least two of the variables appearing in the sum will be non-zero. The constraint f 1 ≥ 2 implies that PMU must be placed at both buses 1 and 2 in order to make bus 1 observable twice. the second observability constraint f 2 ≥ 2 indicates that at least two PMU should be installed at any two of the buses 1, 2, 3, 6, or 7 in order to make bus 2 observable twice, and same away for others observability constraints. The zero injection buses and conventional measurements don't take in this paper to observability of critical part of grid. 2?
IV. TEST RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
There are two cases study tested for networks of IEEE 9-bus, IEEE 14-bus, and IEEE 24-bus systems with different algorithms to determine optimal numbers and optimal placement of PMU.
A. Observability of Each Bus with Single PMU
In this case every bus bar can be seen at least one time from PMU by direct or indirect measurement. To find the optimal numbers and optimal placement of PMU to systems using PSAT toolbox with different methods; Depth First method, Annealing method, direct spanning and Graph Theoretic Procedure, and MATLAB optimization with linear programming and binary integer programming. The strategic choice of the minimum number of PMUs and the optimal location of the PMUs in order to ensure complete observability using the objective function in (2) to determined minimum number of PMU depending to Constraints in (3) .
Which determined placement of the PMU depending to maximum branches of bus bar in these constraints and then satisfy maximum redundancy in (5) .
Whatever method is used to PMU placement, it can be obtained by put it at bus bar at maximum branches then check observability of the system If the system is observable, then the placement stops, Otherwise the placement must be continued. Table I shows the test results of proposed methods, there is more than one solution to determine optimal numbers and optimal placement of PMUs set considering no zero injection buses.
The simulation results shown in Table I for IEEE 9-bus system can be illustrated in Fig. 2(a) each bus can be seen at least by one PMU in the optimization methods depth first, graph theory procedure, Rec. spanning Tree, direct spanning Tree, linear programming, and binary integer programming with 3 PMU to Observability of whole system and 2 PMU use at annealing methods but the buses {2, 3} it be unobservability.
the simulation results shown in Table I for IEEE 14-bus system can be illustrated in Fig. 2(b) Each bus can be seen at least by one PMU in the optimization methods, depth first with 6 PMU to Observability of whole system, graph theory procedure with 5 PMU to observability of whole system but the bus {8} it be unobservability, annealing with 4 PMU to observability of whole but the bus {8} it be unobservability, Rec. spanning Tree with 4 PMU to Observability of whole system but the bus {8} it be unobservability, direct spanning Tree with 4 PMU to observability of whole system, and linear programming and binary integer programming with 4 PMU to Observability of whole system. The simulation results shown in Table I for IEEE 24-bus system can be illustrated in Fig. 2(c) each bus can be seen at least by one PMU in the optimization methods, depth first and graph theory procedure with 8 PMU to observability of whole system, annealing method with 7 PMU use observability of whole system but the buses {13,14} it be unobservability, Rec. spanning Tree with 6 PMU to Observability of whole system but the buses {3,13, 14} it be unobservability, direct spanning Tree with 9 PMU to observability of whole system , and linear programming, binary integer programming with 7 PMU to observability of whole system. 190, 191, 193, 194, 195, 197, 200, 201, 203, 204, 206, 207, 208, 209 
B. Observability of Each Bus with two PMU
In this case every bus bar can be seen at least two times from PMU by direct or indirect measurement. To find the optimal numbers and optimal placement of PMU to systems using PSAT program with Dir (N-1) Spanning Tree and MATLAB optimization with linear programming and binary integer programming. The strategic choice of the minimum number of PMUs and the optimal location of the PMUs in order to ensure complete observability using the objective function in (2) to determined minimum number of PMU depending to constraints in (8) which determined placement of the PMU depending to maximum branches of bus bar in these constraints and then satisfy maximum redundancy in (5). Whatever method is used to PMU placement , it can be obtained by put it at busbar at maximum branches then check observability of the system If the basbars of system is observable twice, then the placement stops, Otherwise the placement must be continued. Table II shows the test results of proposed methods, there is more than one solution to determine optimal numbers and optimal placement of PMUs set considering no zero injection buses.
The simulation results shown in Table II for IEEE 9-bus system can be illustrated in Fig. 3(a) each bus can be seen at least by two PMU in the optimization methods Dir (N-1) Spanning Tree with 3 PMU to observability of whole system but the buses {1, 2, 3, 4, 7, 9} it be observability for only one time, linear programming, and binary integer programming with 6 PMU to Observability of whole system at least two times.
The simulation results shown in Table II for IEEE 14-bus system can be illustrated in Fig. 3(b) each bus can be seen at least by two PMU in the optimization methods Dir (N-1) Spanning Tree with 8 PMU to Observability of whole system but the bus {8} it be observability for only one time, linear programming, and binary integer programming with 9 PMU to Observability of whole system at least two times.
The simulation results shown in Table II for IEEE 24-bus system can be illustrated in Fig. 3(c) each bus can be seen at least by two PMU in the optimization methods Dir (N-1) Spanning Tree with 14 PMUs to Observability of whole system but the bus {4, 6, 7, 8, 11} it be observability for only one time, linear programming, and binary integer programming with 14 PMUs to Observability of whole system at least two times.
It is clear from analysis of result for two cases above to get whole system observability with maximum redundancy it can be obtained by used binary integer programming or linear programming but in case linear programming its give more from one solution.
Therefore, Utilized the binary integer programming for determined the optimal number and optimal placemen of PMUs to Iraq networks (400KV, 132KV).
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The transmission lines between busbars represented here only as single transmission line between busbars as shown in Fig.4, Fig.5 respectively Because it is costly to put all busbar with PMU, and efficient of binary integer programming to obtain optimal number and optimal placement of PMU to observability of whole system, for the two cases mentioned above As shown in simulation results in Tables 3, 4 and Fig.4 , and Fig. 5 .
The simulation results shown in Table III for Iraq networks (400KV, 132KV) each bus can be seen at least by one PMU in the optimization method, binary integer programming with 8 PMU to Observability of whole system of 400 KV network as shown in Fig.4 , and 66 PMU to Observability of whole system of 132KV network as shown in Fig. 5 .
The possibility of single PMU out of used it can be happened for many reasons such as do routine maintenance or loss communication channel… etc. for the systems to be reliability and flexibility so each bus should be seen at least by two PMU. the simulation results shown in Table IV for Iraq networks (400KV, 132KV) system each bus bar can be seen at least by two PMU in the optimization method, binary integer programming with 17 PMU to observability of whole system of 400KV network as shown in Fig.4 , and 160 PMU to observability of whole system of 132KV network as shown in Fig.5 Its clear from result its required PMU at bus bars less than the numbers of total bus bars, but also its look high numbers because there are many terminal substation at network systems.
V. CONCLUSION
Principles of power system Observability with PMU placements it is offered through this paper. the cost minimization of the installation of PMUs in power system by minimizing the number of PMUs for observability of whole system. Besides the placement of PMUs, multiple choices of locations are eliminated by selecting the combination of buses having maximum redundancy, the possibility of the losing of one of PMUs in system it is taken into account. Simulation results on IEEE-9 bus, IEEE-14bus and IEEE-24 bus test systems with Different optimization methods indicate that binary integer programming amongst others methods satisfactorily provides full observable whole system measurements with maximum redundancy and minimum number of PMUs. the optimal number and optimal location of PMUs to the Iraq networks (400KV,132KV) to obtain observability of whole system in two cases: first case each bus can be seen at least one time from PMU and second case each bus can be seen at least two times from PMU, has been investigated by using binary integer programming. Simulation results for different networks showed efficiency and effectiveness of binary integer programming to obtaining the minimum number and optimal locations of PMUs required for complete observability of network.
